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AURIN Subproject

FINAL TESTING
SUMMARY

L6/2 Negotiation and development of consistent protocols regarding
access and use of energy and water data for research and policy analysis
(with Extension)
This report is intended to provide evidence of successful implementation of deliverables equating to the FINAL
milestone (Milestone 5) and reasonable testing by subcontractor and AURIN.

PROJECT SUMMARY
This project aims to develop and test nationally applicable protocols for the recording, storage, access and
interoperability of supply and consumption datasets for the energy and water industries. We will create a platform
to link these datasets to AURIN and the wider community of urban researchers, policy makers and managers.
Partnering with a number of energy and water service providers we will establish a water and energy Spatial
Information Services Stack (SISS) federated service-based data hub to provide researchers, government agencies
and interested community groups with a number of datasets via the AURIN portal for research and policy analysis.
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1. Report against deliverables
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1.REPORT AGAINST DELIVERABLES
The following summarises deliverables from Milestone 5 that were completed in March 2015.
Deliverable #17:
Data registration and integration with AURIN has been an iterative one, whereby datasets are registered as and
when they become available. This project is aiming to deliver datasets from 16 organizations and due to the
nature of engaging with the data providers, the delivery of the datasets is ongoing with 10 datasets already
delivered and available within the AURIN portal, 4 nearing completion and 2 that will be registered and
integrated in April 2015. A number of data licences has also been negotiated for AURIN either as exclusive licence
with AURIN and its third party end users or as Creative Commons. CSIRO will continue to engage the data
providers and progress negotiation and signing of the remaining data licences in the coming month.
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Deliverable #18:
For this deliverable, the project sought to develop applications of the water and energy data demonstrating what
was possible in a research or policy setting in sub-components targeting the general public including government
organisations, researchers and interested community groups.
a)

RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION VS WATER CONSUMPTION:
An infographic was produced summarising the nation’s residential water and electricity consumption profile by
state spanning back a decade. These utilised the Energy Supply Association of Australia annual report dataset
for electricity consumption from 1995-2012 and the National Water Commission’s National Performance Report
dataset for water from 2005-2012. We produced side-by-side comparisons of water and electricity consumption
by residents across the states and some interesting observations can be made.
The figure below shows a snippet of the infographic and patterns of consumption can be seen - such as the
growth in Queensland driving consumption up and the high mean residential water consumption in NT in
comparison to the other states suggesting perhaps climate as a big influence on that trend. Once approved,
the final version will be available in digital and print mediums. See overleaf for expanded material.
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by residents across the states and some interesting observations can be made.

RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION VS WATER CONSUMPTION
A window into Australia’s water and energy consumption by state over the years

CSIRO LAND AND WATER FLAGSHIP

Data used

Mean consumption

A number of national level datasets are available via the AURIN portal for
use in research and policy analysis. The data we have used here :

The bar graphs below depicts the mean residential water consumption and
electricity consumption by state for the annual time periods available in the
datasets. Interestingly, the data shows that Tasmanian households use more
electricity than others and NT households use significantly more water than
other states.

• National Water Commission National Performance Report (NPR) is an
annual report publishing figures gathered on a number of indicators
from bulk water suppliers, and major and minor water retailers across
the nation. We have focused on the total residential water
consumption, mean residential water consumption and number of
connected residential properties by state. The data dates back to 2005.

The trend is downward for mean household electricity consumption is
downward and slightly less downward for mean household water consumption.

• Energy Supply Association of Australia’s Annual Report data which
publishes figures for electricity consumption by state. The dataset
dates back to 1995.

MEAN ANNUAL RESIDENTIAL WATER
CONSUMPTION BY STATE

MEAN HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION
BY STATE

• ABS BSREDEE Survey of Electricity Supply has been used to gather
number of connected residential properties for electricity
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Number of connections
The bar graphs below depicts the number of residential water and electricity
connections by state for the annual time periods available in the datasets. The
ABS BSREDEE survey data was used in the number of electricity connections by
state, however, it was missing data from ACT and NT.

The bar graphs on the left depicts residential water
consumption and electricity consumption by state for the
annual time periods available in the datasets. Data was missing
for Tasmania for total annual residential water consumption.
For residential electricity consumption, it shows a general
decrease in residential consumption across the states.
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b)

EXPLORING RESOURCE CONSUMPTION IN MELBOURNE VIA THE TRAIN NETWORK:
An infographic was produced featuring a novel exploration of water and electricity consumption in the Greater
Melbourne oriented around train station catchments which also included income and dwelling survey data. The
aim was to communicate to the general public as the target audience in an engaging way. To this end we
sought to structure the analysis on an axis that had a connection to the audience – in this case, the Melbourne
metropolitan train network.
GIS analysis was performed over the relevant datasets available in AURIN (water & electricity consumption from
ABS and the water utilities, demographics, income and dwelling survey from the ABS) to aggregate data
around train stations producing ‘train catchments’. This was then used as the axis for exploring water and
electricity consumption per capita as well as average income per capita as well as average number of
bedrooms per dwelling.
The concept would allow readers who are familiar with the train stations and surrounding regions to relate to the
data being presented across a given cross section travelling along the train lines. A number of perspectives are
also given to visually illustrate the water and electricity consumption geographically.
The figure below shows and example of one cross-section produced between the Werribee line and the
Frankston line. As shown in the figure, general patterns of consumption can be seen in the peaks and troughs
across a range of stations. See overleaf for expanded material.
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Exploring Resource Consumption in Melbourne via the Train Network
The Concept
People make intuitive associations about a place based on personal experience. Data on demographics and resource consumption is currently aggregated to geographic regions such as ABS statistical areas, localities or post-codes. These regions are not intuitive to people
in general. The idea behind this infographic is that residents of Melbourne who use the public train system develop some kind of understanding of the areas surrounding train stations. We think that if data is presented spatially for these regions it may inspire intuitive associations and greater understanding of resource consumption.

Train Station Catchments
A train station catchment is defined as geographic area around a trainstation where residential properties are closest to a particular station than
any of the other stations. A boundary between two stations can be described as an evenly dividing centerline.
Craigieburn
Sunbury

Upfield

Hurstbridge
South Morang

Lilydale

Glen Waverley

Werribee
Sandringham

Frankston

Cross Section Analysis
Melbourne is a concentric city in which population density
and commercial activity streams away from the centre in
all directions. The train network follows this schematic
the data in this graphic is organised into trainline cross

Pakenham

Werribee to Frankston Cross Section
Exploring water and energy consumption

Craigieburn to Sandringham Cross Section
Exploring water and energy consumption

Sunbury to Pakenham Cross Section
Exploring water and energy consumption

2. EXAMPLE USE-CASE
The following use-case provides a summary of the L6/2 subproject.
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Data standards for
water and energy
consumption and
supply
An AURIN-CSIRO collaboration to develop
consistent protocols for improved water
and energy data access and use
Improving data consistency and
facilitating opportunities for cross
domain urban research is important
to understanding patterns of urban
development and modelling urban growth
for a sustainable future.
Researchers and policy analysts are confronted
with a number of problems when comparing data
in the water and energy industries. Variability
in formats, spatio-temporal granularity, access
methods and differing semantic definitions hinder
attempts to access, analyse, interpret, compare
and combine data sets.

OVERVIEW

Spatial Information Services Stack (SISS)

WESC data protocol

SISS is a suite of tools for spatial data
interoperability. Built on existing technologies
where possible, SISS tools are open access and
used by many Australian Government agencies
and research organisations. SISS components
implement a number of standards proposed by the
Open Geospatial Consortium. The development
of SISS was funded by the National Collaborative
Research Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS) through
the AuScope Program and NeAT initiative.

CSIRO is addressing the data challenges
associated with the development of the Water and
Energy Supply and Consumption (WESC) data
standard; a nationally applicable data protocol for
the recording, storage, access and interoperability
of supply and consumption data sets for the
energy and water industries.
The WESC protocol includes standard information
models and exchange formats to allow consistent
and accurate aggregation of information across
jurisdictions and data custodians in the urban
water and energy industries. The WESC data
standard is being used to build a platform, called
the SISS-AURIN Federated Services Hub, to link
these datasets to AURIN and the wider community
of urban researchers, policy makers and managers.

Partners in the WESC data hub include:
•

Industry bodies and government agencies:
Energy Supply Association of Australia,
National Water Commission, Bureau of
Meteorology and Australian Bureau of Statistics

•

Water and energy service providers: Yarra
Valley Water, ICON Water and ACTEW AGL,
Central Highlands Water and Sydney Water.

PROJECT OUTPUTS
The project has produced a set of negotiated
data agreements and the WESC data protocol.
Collectively these products will provide
improved, consistent and consolidated data
access to key water and energy consumption and
supply data sets via the AURIN Portal, enabling
improved research and policy analysis.

CONTACT
Dr Jonathan Yu
Project Leader
T: 03 9252 6440
E: Jonathan.Yu@csiro.au

PARTNERS
Partnering with a number of energy and
water service providers, this AURIN project is
establishing a water and energy data hub using
the Spatial Information Services Stack (SISS).
The project aims to implement a federated

service based data hub to provide researchers,
government agencies and interested community
groups with consolidated access to a number of
key water and energy consumption and supply
data sets via the AURIN Portal.

AURIN: Australia’s urban intelligence network.

MORE INFORMATION
aurin.org.au/data-standards
www.wescmi.org

aurin.org.au

3. FINAL PROJECT REPORT
The following report was submitted by CSIRO at the conclusion of Milestone 5 of the L6/2 subproject.
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water and energy data
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Executive summary
Improving data consistency and facilitating opportunities for cross‑domain urban research is important for
understanding patterns of urban development and to model urban growth. Two key urban sectors are water
and energy, and researchers and policy analysts have previously found it difficult to compare and contrast
data in these industries. Variability in formats, spatio-temporal granularity, access methods and differing
semantic definitions hinder attempts to access, analyse, interpret, compare and combine datasets. The
AURIN Lens 6/2 project aims to develop a platform to provide integrated access to these datasets for the
wider community of urban researchers, policy makers and managers.
This document describes protocols for delivering and accessing water and energy supply and consumption
data. The aim is to establish standard approaches for the recording, storage, access and interoperability of
energy and water data to enable enhanced discovery and reuse of such data from utilities across Australia.
In the context of the AURIN Lens 6/2 project, the protocols will allow federated access to water and energy
supply and consumption datasets from the respective data custodians (e.g. utilities), which can be seamlessly
integrated using client applications such as the AURIN portal, for the purposes of urban research and policy
analysis.
A key component of the protocols to support the provision of data in a federated information architecture is
a standardised information model for water and energy supply and consumption data (WESC). WESC
includes the formalised definitions of the specific domain models, along with related vocabulary terms for
water and energy supply and consumption. Two versions of the WESC domain model were created: a
complex version aligned with international standards such as Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
Observations and Measurements (O&M) and WaterML 2.0, and a simpler version of the model for use by less
sophisticated client applications. These definitions are then used to generate machine-readable artefacts
such as Geography Markup Language (GML) based XML format for data encoding and exchange (WESCML
and WESCML-SF0), and controlled vocabularies to help encode the data (called the WESC vocabularies). This
allows for data to be encoded in a consistent and machine consumable format that can be easily discovered,
accessed and used, rather than multiple bespoke formats that impede efficient interoperability and use of
the data. The Spatial Information Services Stack (SISS) provides the necessary software components to
support the provision of data in a federated information architecture.
The data formats described here allow federated discovery and access to the data via standard OGC web
services. This document describes the procedures for configuring, deploying and accessing these data
services for water and energy datasets using WESCML-SF0 and the WESC vocabularies to client applications
such as the AURIN portal. Ideally each data custodian would establish its own data hub to retain governance
over its data. However, not all data custodians have the ability to host their own data hub due to a variety of
organisational and/or technical challenges. Therefore, we describe alternative options, such as, supplying
CSV data according to the specified format to allow automated loading of data into a centralised database.
The protocols described in this document represent a national standard for recording, storage, access and
interoperability of energy and water data, specifically supply and consumption data. It is aligned with
international standards (GML, O&M) and a number of best practices (e.g. OGC, W3C), and as such can be
readily extended to support additional data types or integrate with other existing OGC standard data services.
This protocol has been defined for the purposes of urban research and policy analysis, but can be applied for
increased efficiency in other areas, such as reporting across jurisdictions, agencies and data custodians, and
applications in modelling and forecasting.
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1

Introduction and Scope

The central objective of the AURIN e-infrastructure is to provide greater access to key national urban data
sets. Lens 6 focuses on improving the accessibility, interoperability and use in research and policy analysis of
fine-scale energy and water data to enable better understanding of energy and water systems in urban
settings, changes in consumption patterns over space and time, and the efficacy of policy and technical
strategies aimed at improving resource use efficiency and supply availability.
The AURIN Lens 6/2 project is being undertaken by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO), Australia's national science agency and one of the largest and most diverse research
agencies in the world. CSIRO seeks to address Australia’s major research challenges and opportunities by
applying large scale, long term, multidisciplinary science and aims for widespread adoption of solutions.
The Lens 6/2 project seeks to develop and test consistent national protocols and federated data services for
the recording, storage, access and interoperability of energy and water consumption and supply data for the
purpose of enhancing the use of such data in urban research and policy analysis. This requires negotiating
suitable arrangements for access to a number of water and energy supply and consumption datasets from
bodies such as the National Water Commission (NWC) and the Energy Supply Association of Australia (ESAA),
as well as selected utility service providers, to establish information infrastructures that provide greater
access to national urban water and energy data. Relevant methods and tools are used to allow unlinked
environmental information systems in different organisations to communicate with one another through
open standards and common information models.
This document outlines the protocols for configuring, deploying and accessing data services for the purposes
of federated data provision from the respective water and energy datasets to client applications such as the
AURIN portal. This document describes the common information and data models, schemas and procedures
for access to water and energy consumption and demand data.
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2

Design

2.1

Information Architecture

The information architecture for Lens 6/2 is based on the Spatial Information Services Stack (SISS;
https://www.seegrid.csiro.au/wiki/Siss/). This information architecture is designed to allow separate data
custodians to continue to manage their data independently while allowing client applications to access the
data from multiple sources.
In any system that involves a combination of data and services from multiple sources, a key architectural
question is who is responsible for transforming data to a common model (structure and semantics). In
traditional systems, the onus is on the user to interpret data provided in a form convenient for the data
provider. Data custodians deliver their data using technology and formats that meet their business and/or
end-user requirements, rather than community agreed standards. This kind of information architecture is
commonplace, as it is relatively easy to establish, but places an enormous burden on data users and clients,
such as the AURIN Portal. Often the discovery, download, reformatting and import processes depend on local
‘person-to-person’ knowledge and private contracts. In the long term, this architecture is not sustainable or
scalable to large-scale research projects such as AURIN. This limits the utility of the system to only those users
who have personal access to the data providers and are experts in deciphering and transforming data.
In contrast, if data is provided in standard formats on standard interfaces, then less software configuration
is required on the user side.
Another common architecture is to harvest data from distributed data providers into a centralised database,
or ‘data warehousing’, and deliver it to end-users and clients. This puts the onus on both data custodians and
the data warehouse provider to ensure data can be exchanged. This architecture presents significant
challenges in maintaining data currency, along with custodianship issues. As for the federated approach
recommended below, this architecture works best when there is an agreed data exchange standard between
the data custodians and the data warehouse.
To meet this distributed data requirement, a ‘federated’ architecture is proposed. This allows interoperability
and information sharing between autonomous and decentralised data providers. Lens 6/2 aims to implement
such an architecture. The goal of this approach is to require the least ‘effort’ from the data user end, as all
data providers make their data available using the same standard content and formats.
In this approach the effort in discovering, obtaining and importing data that would previously have been
expended by the end-user is minimised by the use of appropriate software. The data re-formatting effort is
now required of the data provider. It may be difficult to achieve such a fully federated architecture because
of lack of capability or motivation by some data providers, lack of agreed technology or lack of standards to
allow data interoperability.
As data providers do not initially have the IT capacity or drivers to establish the required water or energy web
services, CSIRO is temporarily hosting data for the first phase of AURIN and appropriate web services for
delivery on behalf of the data providers (data warehousing model). As a means of reducing barriers to entry,
a comma separated values (CSV) data format has been specified to allow automated loading of data into this
centralised database.
The CSIRO-hosted database and services provided by the SISS-AURIN Federated services hub (SISS data hub)
consists of a set of services through which the AURIN portal can discover and access water and energy supply
and consumption datasets. The SISS data hub interacts with the AURIN technical architecture via the specified
Data Provider Service using a WFS Client like Geotools.
There are 4 main service interfaces that are required in the exchange layer:
6

1. Persistent Identifier service (PID): for assigning identifiers to resources and their resolution via
services.
2. Vocabulary service: for publication and access of controlled vocabularies which are referenced as
part of the community agreed standards and protocols
3. Web Feature Service: for access to data via standardised service interfaces, which encode the data
using the community agreed XML schemas and vocabularies
4. Service registry: for access to a catalogue of services and available datasets
These services provide the standards interfaces and content models for discovery and access by the AURIN
portal to the registered set of water and energy consumption and supply datasets, as well as providing
providers (e.g. water and electricity utilities) with a pathway for provisioning their datasets using a set of
common standards and service interfaces. The diagram below depicts the relationships between these
services.

Figure 1. SISS-AURIN Data Hub Architecture
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2.2

Data requirements / Scope

2.2.1 DATASET DEFINITIONS
The following table identifies the various types of water and electricity datasets.
Domain

Dataset

Water

Metered
Consumption
by End Users

Type
C

Temporal
Resolution
Monthly to
quarterly

Definition
Water consumption for a separately metered residential
property and for larger properties such as industrial and
commercial.
Issues exist around consistency of the data and handling of
data cleanups for discrepancies in the respective databases.
Also issues around calculated values e.g. for many
residential apartments and flats, the meters are read on a
monthly basis but the total is split across all units based on a
floor space factor not actual consumption.

Electricity

District
Metering of
the Water
Supply
Network
Bulk Water
Supply

C

At least daily

Metering of water consumption at a district network
granularity. It is typically used by the utility to manage
operations. It is useful for research but is often very difficult
to interpret as there is no relation to specific end user
consumption.
A single daily total volume released into the network data
point for reporting supply. It has been more widely used
than the district metering data as it provides a total
consumption number and can be matched up with weather
data to look at the influence of rainfall, evaporation,
temperature etc on overall demand.

S

Daily

Metered
Consumption
by End User

C

30 minute
intervals to
quarterly

Electricity consumption for a separately metered residential
property and for larger properties such as industrial and
commercial. As with water, it can be assumed that the
meter reading process is staged over the year for properties
in a given supply zone meaning that consumption for any
given three month period will need to be aggregated from
more than one meter read. In some areas of Australia,
smart meters are being increasingly used either as part of a
solar panel installation or part of a broader rollout of
replacement meters. Consumption data is typically
recorded every 30 mins by smart meters.

Metering of
the
Distribution
Network

C

Varies

This type of metering is typically conducted at three levels residential (which might be approx 100 homes); district and
zoned (perhaps only a handful of zones for a large city). The
data is a very important tool in managing and optimising the
distribution network and is typically considered as highly
confidential due to the competitive nature of the energy
distribution and retail marketplace.

Bulk
Generator
Data

S

Varies

Some information would be available at the scale of the
energy generators - however the temporal scale that can be
made available to the project is likely to be heavily
dependent on the commercial nature of the data.

NOTE: C – Consumption ; S - Supply
The terms ‘consumption’ and ‘supply’ may depend on the users’ perspective. Consumption or demand is
typically the water or energy value consumed by an individual property. Supply is the amount delivered by
a water/energy management company. However, the amount of energy or water supplied to a specific
8

geography, could also be considered as the demand or consumption for the properties within that geography.
This is particularly relevant for energy, where a network meter that measures supply to a suburb could also
represent the demand for that suburb. The terms supply and consumption become even more complicated
when considering energy generation from individual properties for self-consumption and grid feed-in.
A set of example dummy datasets for water and energy consumption is attached in Appendix A .
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2.2.2 USER STORIES
The following table shows the set of user stories that were considered relevant for researchers. However, there is a distinction between those user stories
considered core and the extension user stories. Core user stories are those that were intended to meet the immediate Lens 6/2 project requirements.
Scenario

User

Data type

Temporal
Resolution

Spatial
Granularity

Access

Aurin
6/2
Core

1. Water or
Energy spatialtemporal
search

Researcher

Consumption

Quarterly

ABS Level 1

AURIN
portal

Y

Description

Typical research/policy questions


Explore regional variations in water and energy
consumption to understand demand profiles and track
change over time

Approach - A researcher logs in to the AURIN portal and adds the
water, electricity and/or gas consumption data services, specifying
the area of interest and the level of granularity and date range
required. The portal queries the Utility services and returns water
and energy consumption data for each ABS Statistical Area within
the search area for the specified ABS Level.
Results - the results from this type of analysis are typically
displayed in spatial mapping formats to present a graphical picture
of the differences across regions in consumption profiles
2. Water or
energy textualtemporal
search

Researcher

Consumption

Quarterly

ABS Level 1

AURIN
portal
and/or
Utility web
service

Y

Typical research/policy questions


Understanding the consumption patterns for specific
building types and how they will have changed over time
to better target policies regarding energy and water
consumption

Approach - A researcher requests all water, electricity or gas
consumption for a specific dwelling category type for a specified
date range from a Utility data service. The service returns the
quarterly consumption figures for all dwellings of that category.
Individual dwellings are not identifiable, having had their
identifiers suppressed and their location information replaced with
ABS Statistical Area Level 1 geometry.
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Results - the results from this type of analysis will typically be
displayed as time series consumption profiles
3. Matched
individual
dwelling water
and energy use

Researcher

Consumption

Quarterly

Individual

Utility web
service

N

Typical research/policy questions


Tracking energy and water consumption for specific
dwellings to look at consumption patterns across these
two resource types within the same household

Approach - In response to an accredited user request based on
Scenario 1 or 2, a Utility service provides quarterly individual
dwelling water and energy use. Individual dwellings are not
identifiable, having had their identifiers suppressed and their
location information replaced with ABS Statistical Area Level 1
identifier.
Results - the results from this type of analysis will typically be
displayed as timeseries consumption profiles
4. Individual
home use

Utility
customer

Consumption

Daily

Individual

Utility web
client

N

This scenario is directed more towards the individual user rather
than framing a research/policy question
Approach - Utility customer logs on to their water or energy Utility
website and requests their daily usage for the last quarter. The
results are available as a graph in the Utilities website and
downloadable as a file in standard AURIN format.
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Scenario

User

Data type

Temporal
Resolution

Spatial
Granularity

Access

Aurin
6/2
Core

5. Daily bulk
supply

Policy analyst

Supply

Daily

Not applicable

AURIN
portal

Y

Description

Key research/policy questions


A policy analyst wishes to determine the impact and
trends of climate on water and energy demand in
Australian cities.

Approach – to address this question, a request is made for
daily bulk water, electricity and gas supply data to the Utility’s
system for a specified date range.
Results - presented as a time series
6. Daily smart
meter and
supply data

Researcher

Consumption and
Supply

Daily

Utility supply
region

AURIN
portal

N

Key research/policy questions


Understanding system and operational losses within
the water and energy network

Approach - A researcher accesses Utility daily water and
energy consumption and supply data to determine system
losses.
7. Individual
smart meter
data

Researcher,
Utility
customer

Consumption

8. Daily peak
supply

Policy analyst

Supply

Daily

Utility web
client

Individual

N

This scenario is directed more towards the individual user
rather than framing a research/policy question
A Utility customer accesses individual smart meter data to
look at daily water and energy use in a linked manner.

Daily or
Quarterly

Not applicable

AURIN
portal

Y

Key research/policy questions


A policy analyst wishes to determine the impact and
trends of energy supply in Australian cities.

Approach - An analyst requests daily or averaged quarterly
peak electricity supply data from the Utility’s system for a
specified date range for residential, commercial and industrial
consumers.
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2.3

Information model and data schemas

A key enabler for interoperability is the establishment of community agreed standards and protocols to meet
client application requirements. An information model is used to standardise the semantic representation
for the application. Ideally the information model would cater for the full complexity of the water and energy
data collected and deliverable via web services. However, other constraints, such as privacy concerns, service
configuration software capability or client application functionality, invariably influence the information
model design. Two information models, the Water and Energy Supply and Consumption Mark-up Language
(WESCML) and a simpler version (WESCML-SF0; see below) have been developed to represent the
information for the water and energy consumption and demand datasets. The information model describes
the concepts and associated properties and relationships between concepts that are applicable to a
community or domain (an ‘Application Schema’). It specifies the structure to allow for data to be delivered
in a consistent format (see Appendix B ). The WESCML and WESCML-SF0 information models were used to
generate XML schemas that specify the valid XML encoding for the data.
The OpenGIS® Geography Markup Language (GML) encoding standard is an ISO standard (ISO 19136:2007;
http://www.ogcnetwork.net/gml) that specifies an XML grammar for expressing geographical features. GML
serves as a modeling language for geographic systems as well as an open interchange format for geographic
transactions on the Internet. As with most XML based grammars, there are two parts to the grammar – the
schema that describes the document and the instance document that contains the actual data. A GML
document is described using a GML Schema. This allows users and developers to describe generic geographic
data sets that contain standard geometries, such as points, lines, polygons and volumes. However, the
developers of GML envision communities working to define community-specific application schemas that are
specialized extensions of GML. Using application schemas, users can refer to real world features, such as
roads, highways, and bridges instead of their geometries. If a community agrees to use the same schemas
they can exchange data readily, knowing that if the GML instances validate, then the data is structured
correctly. Clients and servers with interfaces that implement the OpenGIS® Web Feature Service Interface
Standard (WFS) consume and deliver GML data.
The Simple Feature Level 0 (WESCML-SF0) and Simple Feature Level 1 (WESCML-SF0) information models
represent the information for the water and energy consumption and demand datasets required to meet
the specified core user stories. They were used to generate XML schemas for encoding the data. The
information model is represented in Unified Modelling Language (UML), which may be implemented in a
variety of formats. In order to use compliant Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Web Feature Services (WFS)
and meet AURIN client requirements, the UML has been implemented in XML, referred to as the Water and
Energy Supply and Consumption Mark-up.

Simple Feature Level 0 model
in addition to the AURIN portal, a number of GIS tools provide support for data delivered in XML, with the
schema conforming to the GML 3.1 Simple Feature Level 0 (SF0) specification (Brink et. al., 2011).These
specifications result in the following constraints:




Restricted set of built-in non-spatial property types (string, integer, measurement, date, real, binary,
boolean, URI);
No user-defined property data types;
0 or 1 cardinality of properties;

These restrictions limit the information that can be delivered to flat tables, such as may be found in a single
spreadsheet, with no relationships between concepts (classes or features) allowed. Domain specific or crossdomain data types may not be specified or inherited. Fully-described data-types are not allowed apart from
those related to GML geometry types.
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The content of the information model is prescribed by the User Stories. The data required to meet these User
Stories, along with the AURIN portal technical constraints, determines the structure and content of the
required information model. An additional constraint by the AURIN portal for human readability is:


Short text labels for categorical data content rather than URIs.

The UML diagrams below depict the SF-0 version of the information model (WESCML-SF0).
The model consists of three components:




A Consumption component (Figure 2)
A Supply component (Figure 3)
An aggregated consumption component (Figure 4)

Figure 2. WESCML-SF0 Information Model for consumption
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Figure 3. WESCML-SF0 Information model for supply
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Figure 4 WESCML-SF0 Information model for aggregated Water or Energy Supply data

Simple Feature Level 1 model
The WESCML-SF0 modelling was based on example data provided by users as representative of the typical
dataset in this domain. This indicated that the data was either "supply" data (i.e. measurements of the
amount of a commodity the utility delivered), or "consumption" data (i.e. how much a household or region
consumed). However, an alternative approach is to consider the data a measure of the commodity 'flowing'
between two 'agents' with varying 'roles', such as "consumer" or "supplier". The Simple Feature Level 1
model (WESCML), which is described in the next section, attempts to build on this latter approach.
Recognising that the data required to meet the initial AURIN Lens 6/2 User Stories are a subset of all
potentially required water and energy utility data, an information model (WESCML) was developed to allow
delivery of more complex data. This model extends the generic OGC Observations and Measurements (O&M)
standard and its WaterML2 extension to allow delivery of time-series observational data.
The Simple Feature Level 1 (SF1) model (WESCML) extends O&M and the general feature model to allow
describing the agents (suppliers, such as utilities, and consumers), the location or region associated with the
agent, and the commodity (e.g. water, sewerage electricity, gas) being supplied or consumed.
This approach provides significant advantages over the SF-0 approach. The re-use of O&M (an SF-1 model)
allows describing all the ‘metadata’ associated with the meter readings (O&M Measurements), such as the
measuring or aggregating procedures, parameter being observed, time of observation and event, and the
quality of the results. The WaterML-2 extension to O&M allows the delivery of time series data, that is, timevalue paired datasets for any specified time intervals. This becomes important when attempting to deal with
data from multiple meters read at regular intervals, such as that provided by Smart Meters.
The WESCML extension to O&M allows identifying consumer-supplier relationships, the roles each of the
agents play, and their various spatial geometries. As such, a single ‘agent’ may be both a supplier and
consumer. This enables WESCML to handle for example meters that are recording a single properties energy
consumption, both externally and internally generated, and supply if applicable. It also enables capturing the
amount of water or energy being delivered between utilities, and its source, for example from desalination
or stormwater.
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Figure 5. UML diagram showing the additional classes (slate) added to the O&M and WaterML2 application schema
to deliver time-series water and energy data.

A mapping between the properties in WESCML-SF0 and WESCML allows services to be established delivering
the same data in both SF-0 and SF-1 formats, depending on client application requirements.

XML schema
Candidate XML schemas for WESCML-SF0 and WECML have been generated and published at
http://wescml.org/schemas/.
Example encodings of using the WESCML-SF0 schema are shown in appendices C to E). An example encoding
for WESCML is shown in Appendix F. However, no services have been established using WESCML, so it is
currently untested.
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2.4

Information content and vocabulary terms

Appropriate controlled vocabularies will be defined and published via a SISS Vocabulary Service (SISSVoc)1
deployment as a Linked Data API. The controlled vocabularies will feature identification of each definition via
a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and the definitions will be represented and encoded using the Simple
Knowledge Organisation Scheme (SKOS) specification2. This allows the content of key fields specified in the
information model to be represented in a consistent and rich way through SKOS semantics as well as accessed
via Linked Data standard protocols3. Below is a summary of the main vocabulary collections and its respective
member and sub-member definitions defined for the above information model.
Table 1. WESC Vocabulary Definitions Summary
Collection

Member definition

Sub-member definition

Commodity collection

Electricity Commodity
Gas Commodity
Water commodity

Demand definitions

Electricity Consumption

Electricity Consumption by end user
Electricity Consumption By District

Water Consumption

District water consumption
Water Consumption by end user

Energy domain collection

Bulk Electricity Generator Supply
Electricity Consumption

Electricity Consumption by end user
Electricity Consumption By District

Land use definitions

Commercial Property
Residential Property

Unit property
Single Dwelling Property
Strata property

Industrial property

Heavy manufacturing property
Light manufacturing
Heavy industrial property
Light industrial property

Unknown land use
Metering collection

Meter Reading Type

Self-generated Meter Read type
Feed-in Meter Read Type
Off-peak Meter Read Type
Peak Meter Read Type

Metering method

Manual Meter Value read method
Customer Meter Value method

https://www.seegrid.csiro.au/wiki/Siss/SISSvoc3Overview
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
3 http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data
1
2
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Calculated Meter Value
Supply definitions

Bulk Electricity Generator Supply
Bulk Water Supply

Units of measure collection

Unit of Measure

Water domain

Bulk Water Supply
District water consumption
Water Consumption

District water consumption
Water Consumption by end user

See http://wescml.org/sissvoc/ for the live vocabulary service interface for more details and identifiers for
each definition and additional vocabulary terms.
The above draft information model, in future revisions, will incorporate the following items to meet
requirements from the AURIN technical team:


Handle aggregated data view with reference to the geometry identifier/keys



Addition of a geometry identifier field to reference ABS Level 1 geometry identifiers



Addition of fields with nominal values where URIs are stipulated in the draft information model to
integrate with the AURIN’s data registration process and tabular view in the portal
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3

Procedures

This section outlines the steps required to a) provide datasets; and b) access the datasets via SISS.

3.1

Procedures for provision of datasets

This subsection details data format and content requirements and recommendations for data providers. Data
providers provide utility data that forms the basis for a representation of this data delivered through the
AURIN portal. The AURIN 6/2 project will develop a data service that acts as an intermediate step between
Data provider data and the AURIN portal systems.

3.1.1 IDENTIFY RELEVANT DATASETS
Data providers should provide data that contains at a minimum:







One or more aggregated consumption records for electricity or water use
Value's representing the total, mean and median consumption for the record period
A start and end date time defining the time over which the recorded consumption occurred and a
standard time period label based on year and quarter (e.g. 2012Q1)
The number of meters in total that together measured the consumption for this record
The number of meter readings in total that together were used to calculate the consumption for this
record
A spatial identifier that maps to an ABS SA2 statistical region or to higher ABS statistical regions
(multiple records over the same type should not have overlapping regions)

3.1.2 DETERMINE DATA DELIVERY OPTION TO ADOPT
To provide data, each data provider will need to assess their IT capabilities and what is feasible due to:




Technological challenges: access to IT systems, cleaning up of the data, firewalls, etc.
Organisational challenges: licensing and legal agreements, staff and resources
Privacy challenges

There are 3 main deployment scenarios which will be presented in this section. These scenarios reflect the
arrangements which will be valid for the life of this project. Any component that CSIRO provisions will need
alternate management arrangement by other parties once the project completes (e.g. communities
representing the water and energy utilities).
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Deployment Scenario 1
This is a situation where Data Providers are willing and able to setup their own GeoServer web service
instances.

Figure 6. Deployment Scenario 1.

For this scenario, Section 3.1.4 describes procedures and details of the required GeoServer configurations
necessary to deliver data accordingly.
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Deployment Scenario 2
A situation where Data Providers are able to provide delivery databases - CSIRO or an intermediate body
sets up GeoServer instances on their behalf.

Figure 7. Deployment scenario 2

For this scenario, Section 3.1.3 describes the columns for delivering the database or CSV dataset necessary
for a third party to deliver data accordingly via hosted GeoServer instances.
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Deployment Scenario 3
A situation where data providers can delegate the delivery database to CSIRO to put in to a central
database.

Figure 8. Deployment scenario 3

For this scenario, Section 3.1.3 describes the columns for delivering the database or CSV dataset necessary
for a third party to deliver data accordingly via hosted GeoServer instances.
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3.1.3 PROVIDING DATA VIA CSV FORMAT
Where data providers are unwilling or unable to establish web feature services delivering WESCML-SF0 data
can be provided to a centralised database in CSV format. Data custodians providing data via CSV are required
to provide them using the following CSV format.
Columns are (in order):
Order

Description

1

an aggregation ID uniquely identifying this record of aggregated data

2

a resolvable URI that specifies utility details

3

a simple utility name

4

the type of commodity this record relates to

5

the start of period over which aggregation occurred

6

the end of the period over which aggregation occurred

7

a name that encodes the a period over which this record is applicable (the kinds of names
used here should be decided in consultation with the AURIN team)

8

the number of meters used to calculate this record

9

the number of readings used to calculate this record

10

the aggregated total consumption

11

the aggregated average consumption

12

the aggregated median consumption

13

a simple unit name

14

a resolvable URI that specifies unit details

15

the procedure used to produce this record

16

the category of property this record relates to

17

the URI for the category of property this record relates to

18

a long identifier for the statistical area 2 code that defines a region related to this record

19

a list of lat longs that correspond to the spatial boundary defining the region that relates
to this record

20

a unique short ID for this record

No header columns are expected in this CSV file.
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Example dataset entry using the CSV format:
http://aurin62.it.csiro.au/aggregated_water/1Q2012;http://example.org/utility/0
1;ACME Water;water;2012-01-01T00:00:00+10:00;2012-0331T00:00:00+10:00;2012Q1;4;4;2400;600;118;Ml;http://environment.data.gov.au/wat
er/quality/def/unit/Megalitre;synthetic test
data;unknown;http://example.org/propertyType/unknown;208011171; 145.02860 37.960541,145.02867 -37.960184,145.02876 -37.959770,145.02918 37.957691,145.02941 -37.956596,145.02976 -37.954842,145.02958 37.954818,145.02880 -37.954726,145.02829 -37.954672,145.02673 37.954491,145.02410 -37.954189,145.02187 -37.953932,145.02080 37.953809,145.02069 -37.953800,145.02099 -37.952305,145.02104 37.952049,145.02112 -37.951637,145.02128 -37.950849,145.02143 37.950105,145.02166 -37.949012,145.02171 -37.948773,145.02183 37.948181,145.02189 -37.947881,145.02201 -37.947298,145.02210 37.946821,145.02218 -37.946403,145.02233 -37.945636,145.02243 37.945077,145.02254 -37.944476,145.02270 -37.943648,145.02286 37.942789,145.02344 -37.942858,145.02460 -37.942994,145.02560 37.943111,145.02610 -37.943171,145.02701 -37.943278,145.02806 37.943401,145.02909 -37.943523,145.03105 -37.943752,145.03278 37.943959,145.03512 -37.944237,145.03641 -37.944391,145.03687 37.944447,145.03930 -37.944739,145.03940 -37.944887,145.04071 37.946765,145.04103 -37.947213,145.04173 -37.948224,145.04176 37.948266,145.04180 -37.948320,145.04187 -37.948426,145.04211 37.948767,145.04249 -37.949322,145.04328 -37.950457,145.04389 37.951333,145.04451 -37.952227,145.04570 -37.953946,145.04769 37.956805,145.04779 -37.956942,145.04842 -37.957850,145.04930 37.959108,145.04949 -37.959377,145.04973 -37.959718,145.05040 37.960675,145.05089 -37.961377,145.05135 -37.962030,145.05164 37.962444,145.05193 -37.962866,145.05217 -37.963214,145.05241 37.963558,145.05350 -37.965139,145.05526 -37.967672,145.05515 37.968287,145.05499 -37.969099,145.05489 -37.969644,145.05482 37.970021,145.05478 -37.970192,145.05472 -37.970515,145.05468 37.970747,145.05463 -37.970997,145.05451 -37.971615,145.05444 37.971981,145.05435 -37.972463,145.05242 -37.972221,145.05224 37.972198,145.05171 -37.972132,145.05113 -37.972059,145.05006 37.971924,145.04917 -37.971811,145.04837 -37.971710,145.04806 37.971670,145.04719 -37.971564,145.04659 -37.971491,145.04633 37.971460,145.04488 -37.971283,145.04238 -37.970980,145.04226 37.970966,145.04087 -37.970797,145.03987 -37.970677,145.03602 37.970211,145.03624 -37.969093,145.03716 -37.964250,145.02805 37.963186,145.02830 -37.961967,145.02860 -37.960541;1
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3.1.4 PROVIDING DATA VIA STANDARD WEB SERVICES
Custodians providing data via web services must use OGC Web Feature Service (WFS) interfaces. GeoServer
(open source) is the reference implementation for WFS 1.0 and WFS 1.1; there are other implementations
including deegree (open source) and commercial products. Most including GeoServer allow delivery of data
from spatial databases. Data services are required to conform to option 1 and may conform to other protocol
options listed below.
Integration with the AURIN portal requires geometries to be reprojected into the GDA94 (EPSG:4283)
coordinate reference system; therefore the WFS data services must support EPSG:4283.

Option 1: Data provision via WFS 1.0 / GML 2 with a simple feature (SF0) data model
FeatureTypes and schemas are as specified in the WESCML-SF0 UML and the CSV format. The schema is
generated from the reference database. Implementation option 1 is currently supported by AURIN for
consumption.

Option 2: Data provision via WFS 1.1 / GML 3.1 with a simple feature (SF0) data model
FeatureTypes and schemas are as specified in the WESCML-SF0 UML and the CSV format. The schema is
generated from the reference database. Implementation option 2 is planned to be implemented in future
releases of the AURIN portal, but is currently untested.

Option 3: Data provision via WFS 2.0 / GML 3.2 with a simple feature (SF0) data model
conforming to WESCML
FeatureTypes and schemas are as specified in the WESCML-SF0 UML and the CSV format. The schema is
generated from the reference database. Implementation option 3 is currently unsupported by the AURIN
portal.

Option 4: Data provision via WFS 2.0 / GML 3.2 with a complex feature (SF1) data model
conforming to WESCML
FeatureTypes
are
as
specified
in
http://wescml.org/schemas/wescml/1.0/wescml.xsd

the

UML.

Schemas

defined

here:

Implementation option 4 is currently unsupported by the AURIN portal but represents best practice and
aligns with national and international environmental informatics initiatives. It requires using the App Schema
Geoserver plug-in and has yet to be tested.

3.2

Procedures for accessing datasets

Data is accessed via HTTP service requests to services implementing the Web Feature Service interface. Below
we have listed example WFS GET requests for data on the test AURIN 6/2 Geoserver:

3.2.1 SF-0, WFS 1.0 EXAMPLE (RETURNS GML 2 RESPONSE)
http://aurin62.it.csiro.au/geoserver/wfs?service=WFS&version=1.0.0&request=GetFeature&typename=we
scml-sf0:CombinedMeterReadings&maxfeatures=10&srsname=EPSG:4283
Refer to Appendix C for the example WFS 1.0/GML2 response.
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3.2.2 SF-0, WFS 1.1 EXAMPLE (RETURNS GML 3.1 RESPONSE)
http://aurin62.it.csiro.au/geoserver/wfs?service=WFS&version=1.1.0&request=GetFeature&typename=we
scml-sf0:CombinedMeterReadings&maxfeatures=10&srsname=urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4283
Refer to Appendix D Appendix D for the example WFS 1.1/GML3.1 response.

3.2.3 SF-0, WFS 2.0 EXAMPLE (RETURNS GML 3.2 RESPONSE)
http://aurin62.it.csiro.au/geoserver/wfs?service=WFS&version=2.0.0&request=GetFeature&typenames=w
escml-sf0:CombinedMeterReadings&count=10&srsname=http://www.opengis.net/def/crs/EPSG/0/4283
Refer to Appendix E Appendix E for the example WFS 2.0/GML3.2 response.

3.2.4 SF-1, WFS 2.0 EXAMPLE (RETURNS GML 3.2 RESPONSE)
The SF-1 version (WESCML) has not been implemented. An example instance document that conforms to
WESCML is provided in Appendix F.
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4

Using WESC data services

This section describes the usage of the data services using tools such as the AURIN portal.

4.1

Via AURIN Portal

Currently WESCML-SF0 data services are compatible with the AURIN portal. A number of datasets are being
integrated into the AURIN portal to allow end-users to search for WESC datasets, view, download and
visualise them using tools provided in the AURIN portal.
This section describes how the WESC data services can be used within the portal.

4.1.1 SELECT THE APPROPRIATE REGION OF INTEREST
Bringing up the AURIN portal (shown below), users can select define a region of interest according to a
number of geo-classification systems.

Figure 9. The AURIN Portal interface
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Users can select the broad area of interest beginning from the national level.

Users can then drill down to the specific area of interest.
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30

Users can then select an appropriate spatial granularity (in this example, we selected Statistical Areas 4 or
ABS SA4).

The portal allows users to then select the different geographic boundaries for the region according to that
classification. In this example, we can choose from a range of Melbourne SA4 regions.
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We will continue by choosing “Melbourne – Inner”.

We can then “shop” for the data.
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4.1.2 DATA SHOPPING
The “Data” section in the panel on the right of the AURIN portal allows users to add datasets that are
available for the given region that has been selected.

In this example, clicking on the “+ Dataset” button, the “Data browser” selection panel is displayed.
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This allows users to search via keywords or browse via organisation or finer spatial aggregate levels.
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In this example, we will search using the keywords “electricity consumption”. The search returns a WESC
dataset for ABS “SA2 Combined meter readings for Australia” which has been mapped from the ABS 4670.0
- Household Energy Consumption Survey.
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Users then select the required Dataset Attributes and filter any categories or time periods for the applicable
attributes. In the example below, we select the time period as 2010, and the remaining attributes related to
number of meters and the result values for consumption. We then click the “Add button”.

The dataset then appears in the list box in the Data panel.
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4.1.3 VIEWING THE DATA
Clicking on the dataset allows users to view the data, which queries the live WESC data service. The user is
then presented with the data in a table format. Users can then download the data via CSV or JSON formats
using the respective selections near the top of the display panel.
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Users can also get the metadata for the fields and dataset.

4.1.4 VISUALISING THE DATA
The AURIN portal then allows users to visualise the dataset using map visualisation tools. Users click on the
“Maps, Charts and Graphs” button in the Visualise section of the right hand side panel.
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This brings up a dialog panel to allow various tools to be selected. In this example, we select “Map
Visualisations” and then “Choropleth” in the list. In the Parameters panel, we select the dataset (ABS SA2
Combined Meter Readings) and the attribute we would like to visualise (e.g. “Result total”, which is the total
household electricity consumption for each region), and leave the rest as default values.

Clicking “Add & Display” allows users to see the visualisation on the map.
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40

Users can then hover over each region and view the dataset item for the respective regions.
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This kind of map visualisation is useful for integrating and comparing with other datasets available via the
AURIN portal.
In the example below, we have added a dataset containing the number of separate houses from the ABS
Dwelling Structure from the 2011 Census and visualised it as centroids on the map to compare number of
separate houses with household electricity consumption.
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4.2

Via QGIS

Currently WESCML-SF0 data services are compatible with GIS tooling that support the OGC WFS service
interface, such as QGIS Desktop (http://www.qgis.org). This section describes how the WESC data services
can be consumed using QGIS.

4.2.1 PRE-REQUISITES




QGIS v2.4
Appropriate GIS layers showing polygons
Authentication to the WESC data services

4.2.2 LOAD THE WESC WFS DATA SERVICE LAYERS
In QGIS, navigate to the menu item: Layer > Add WFS Layer…
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Create a new server connections: Under “Server connections”, click on the “New” button.

In the “Create a new WFS connection” dialog window, fill in the name and URL endpoint for the WFS
service.
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In the Server connections panel, click the “Connect” button to connect to the WFS service. Ensure the right
layer is selected.

In this case, “CombinedMeterReadings” is selected. Click the “Add” button.
QGIS will then query and load the WFS layer.
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View the data layer attribute table by right clicking on the WFS layer and select “Open Attribute Table”.

Users can then browse the dataset in the display dialog which appears.

At this point, data is loaded into QGIS. However, to view it against the geometries, we need to join the
dataset with a geometries layer.
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4.2.3 VISUALISE THE DATASET
Adding the Geometries Layer
For the example using the ABS Household electricity survey dataset, we will pull in the ABS SA2 2011
geometries (available here as a Shapefile – search for ‘Statistical Area Level 2 (SA2) ASGS Ed 2011 Digital
Boundaires in ESRI Shapefile Format’ here
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/1270.0.55.001July%202011?OpenDocument).
In QGIS, add a vector layer and navigate to the shape file: Layer > Add Vector Layer…

The geometries for ABS SA2 2011 is then loaded as a separate layer:
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Join The WFS dataset with the Geometry layer
First we need to export the wescml-sf0:CombinedMeterReadings data layer. For this, a recommendation is
exporting out to geoJSON.
To export, right click on the wescml-sf0:CombinedMeterReadings data layer, and select “Save as…”.
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Ensure the format in the “Save vector layer as…” dropdown is set to GeoJSON.

In the “Save as” row, click on the “Browse” button to select a location to save the file. Once the selection is
done, click “OK” to save the layer.
We will need to load the GeoJSON file now.
Select from the menu, “Layer” > “Add vector layer…”
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Select the GeoJSON file that was previously exported.

The GeoJSON will be imported and shown in the list of layers (by default the layer name is “OGRGeoJSON”).

We will now proceed to join the ABS geometries with the GeoJSON data layer. Right click on the SA2 2011
layer. Select “Properties” from the menu.
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Navigate to the “Joins”

Create a new Join between the SA2_2011_AUST layer and the GeoJSON layer by clicking on the green “+”
button. Specify the join layer as the GeoJSON layer, the join field as “geometryID” and the target field as
“SA2_MAIN11”. For this dataset, Geometry ID corresponds to the ABS SA2 spatial geometry identifier.

Click “OK”.
Select “Style” in the “Layer properties” dialog window.
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Select the “Graduated” style at the top of the window.

For this example, we will select “resultTotal” as the value to display on the map. In the Column field, select
the appropriate field for “resultTotal”
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Near the right of the dialog window, select the “Mode” as “Natural breaks (jenks)” to determine the value
to classify each data point.

The result should look like the following:
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Click “OK”. The map view should update with the graduated view showing different colours for the various
classifications from the dataset.

We can further zoom in to specific extents to examine the data visually. Below we show the extents for
greater Melbourne and the household electricity usage for that region.
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Appendix A Mockup Dataset
Property Dataset:
Property ID

Meter ID

1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006

5005
5005
5005
5005
5005
5006

Master Lot
Size
Yes
1500
No
No
No
No
Yes
645

Street Address

Suburb

11 Everywhere Road
1/11 Everywhere Road
2/11 Everywhere Road
3/11 Everywhere Road
4/11 Everywhere Road
10 Main Street

Summer Hill 2130
Summer Hill 2130
Summer Hill 2130
Summer Hill 2130
Summer Hill 2130
Summer Hill 2130
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GNAF ID
454574568
459454053
543543554
532446436
576588977
796856750

Property Type
Strata
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Single Dwelling

Energy consumption

Water consumption

Meter reading:

Meter reading DB:

Date

Meter
ID

Peak
KWh

Off-Peak
KWh

Feed-In KWh

1348

SelfGenerated
kWh
147

26/01/2012

5005

99670

23/04/2012

5005

1079

1463

277

75

28/07/2012

5005

3332

1566

392

98

20/10/2012

5005

4870

1688

517

123

Date
26/01/2012
23/04/2012
28/07/2012
20/10/2012
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Meter ID
5005
5005
5005
5005

Meter Read
99670
1522
4003
6229

Meter Read Code
FF
FF
FF
FF

Appendix B Flattened Data Views using the Information model
Electricity Dataset
meterID

resultID

http://wescml.org http://wescml.org
/feature
/feature
/e_meter_5005
/e_meter_5005
/26012012
http://wescml.org http://wescml.org
/feature
/feature
/e_meter_5005
/e_meter_5005
/27012012
http://wescml.org http://wescml.org
/feature
/feature
/e_meter_5005
/e_meter_5005
/28012012
http://wescml.org http://wescml.org
/feature
/feature
/e_meter_5005
/e_meter_5005
/29012012
http://wescml.org http://wescml.org
/feature
/feature
/e_meter_5005
/e_meter_5005
/30012012

GNAF_ID

property_ID

454574568

property_Type

readingDate

readingValue resultMethod

resultUnitsOfMeasure readingType

http://wescml.org http://wescml.org 26/01/2012
/property
/def
/454574568
/StrataProperty

16.1954023

http://wescml.org
/def
/ManualMeterValue

http://qudt.org
/vocab
/unit#Kilowatthour

454574568

http://wescml.org http://wescml.org 27/01/2012
/property
/def
/454574568
/StrataProperty

16.1954023

http://wescml.org
http://qudt.org
/def
/vocab
/CalculatedMeterValue /unit#Kilowatthour

454574568

http://wescml.org http://wescml.org 28/01/2012
/property
/def
/454574568
/StrataProperty

16.1954023

http://wescml.org
http://qudt.org
/def
/vocab
/CalculatedMeterValue /unit#Kilowatthour

454574568

http://wescml.org http://wescml.org 29/01/2012
/property
/def
/454574568
/StrataProperty

16.1954023

http://wescml.org
http://qudt.org
/def
/vocab
/CalculatedMeterValue /unit#Kilowatthour

454574568

http://wescml.org http://wescml.org 30/01/2012
/property
/def
/454574568
/StrataProperty

16.1954023

http://wescml.org
http://qudt.org
/def
/vocab
/CalculatedMeterValue /unit#Kilowatthour

0

utilityID

http://wescml.org
http://wescml.org
/def
/utility
/PeakMeterReadType /electricity
/utility_x
http://wescml.org
http://wescml.org
/def
/utility
/PeakMeterReadType /electricity
/utility_x
http://wescml.org
http://wescml.org
/def
/utility
/PeakMeterReadType /electricity
/utility_x
http://wescml.org
http://wescml.org
/def
/utility
/PeakMeterReadType /electricity
/utility_x
http://wescml.org
http://wescml.org
/def
/utility
/PeakMeterReadType /electricity
/utility_x

utilityName

latitude

longitude

x

y

x

y

x

y

x

y

x

y

Water Dataset
resultMethod

reading resultUnitsOfMeasure
Value

http://wescml.org
26/01/2012
/feature /w_meter_5005/26012012

http://wescml.org
/def
/ManualMeterValue

99670

http://wescml.org
/feature
/w_meter_5005

http://wescml.org
23/04/2012
/feature /w_meter_5005/23042012

http://wescml.org
/def
/ManualMeterValue

http://wescml.org
/feature
/w_meter_5006

http://wescml.org
16/02/2012
/feature /w_meter_5006/16022012

http://wescml.org
/def
/ManualMeterValue

http://wescml.org
/feature
/w_meter_5005

http://wescml.org
3/02/2012
/feature /w_meter_5005/03022012

meterID

resulted

http://wescml.org
/feature
/w_meter_5005

reading
Date

GNAF_ID

Lot
Size

PropertyType

PropertyID

latitude

longitude

http://environment.data.gov.
au/water/quality
/def/unit/MegaLitre

454574568

1500

http://wescml.org
/def
/StrataProperty

http://wescml.org
/property /1001

x

y

1522

http://environment.data.gov.
au/water/quality
/def/unit/MegaLitre

454574568

1500

http://wescml.org
/def
/StrataProperty

http://wescml.org
/property /1001

x

y

33356

http://environment.data.gov.
au/water/quality
/def/unit/MegaLitre

796856750

645

http://wescml.org
/def
/SingleDwellingProperty

http://wescml.org
/property /1006

x1

y1

http://wescml.org
21.05
/def
/CalculatedMeterValue

http://environment.data.gov.
au/water/quality
/def/unit/MegaLitre

454574568

1500

http://wescml.org
/def
/StrataProperty

http://wescml.org
/property /1001

x

y
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Appendix C Example SF-0, WFS 1.0, GML 2 response
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wfs:FeatureCollection xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/wfs"
xmlns:wfs="http://www.opengis.net/wfs"
xmlns:wescml="http://wescml"
xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://wescml
http://aurin62.it.csiro.au:80/geoserver/wfs?service=WFS&amp;version=1.0.0&amp;request=DescribeFeatureType&amp;typeName=wescml%3Acombin
edmeterreadings
http://www.opengis.net/wfs http://aurin62.it.csiro.au:80/geoserver/schemas/wfs/1.0.0/WFS-basic.xsd">
<gml:boundedBy>
<gml:Box srsName="http://www.opengis.net/gml/srs/epsg.xml#4283">
<gml:coordinates xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" decimal="." cs="," ts=" ">145.0207,-37.9725 145.0553,37.9428</gml:coordinates>
</gml:Box>
</gml:boundedBy>
<gml:featureMember>
<wescml:combinedmeterreadings fid="combinedmeterreadings.fid--5a798756_1440a9b158c_-7f80">
<gml:boundedBy>
<gml:Box srsName="http://www.opengis.net/gml/srs/epsg.xml#4283">
<gml:coordinates xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" decimal="." cs="," ts=" ">145.0207,-37.9725 145.0553,37.9428</gml:coordinates>
</gml:Box>
</gml:boundedBy>
<wescml:aggregationEndDateTime>2012-03-31</wescml:aggregationEndDateTime>
<wescml:aggregationID>http://aurin62.it.csiro.au/aggregated_water/1Q2012</wescml:aggregationID>
<wescml:aggregationStartDateTime>2012-01-01</wescml:aggregationStartDateTime>
<wescml:commodityType>water</wescml:commodityType>
<wescml:geometryID>208011171</wescml:geometryID>
<wescml:numberOfMeters>4</wescml:numberOfMeters>
<wescml:numberOfReadings>4</wescml:numberOfReadings>
<wescml:propertyType>unknown</wescml:propertyType>
<wescml:propertyTypeURI>http://example.org/propertyType/unknown</wescml:propertyTypeURI>
<wescml:resultAverage>600.0</wescml:resultAverage>
<wescml:resultMedian>118.0</wescml:resultMedian>
<wescml:resultProcedure>synthetic test data</wescml:resultProcedure>
<wescml:resultTotal>2400.0</wescml:resultTotal>
<wescml:timeName>2012Q1</wescml:timeName>
<wescml:unitsLabel>Ml</wescml:unitsLabel>
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<wescml:unitsURI>http://environment.data.gov.au/water/quality/def/unit/Megalitre</wescml:unitsURI>
<wescml:utilityID>http://example.org/utility/01</wescml:utilityID>
<wescml:utilityName>ACME Water</wescml:utilityName>
<wescml:combinedMeterReadingsID>1</wescml:combinedMeterReadingsID>
<wescml:spatialRepresentation>
<gml:Polygon srsName="http://www.opengis.net/gml/srs/epsg.xml#4283">
<gml:outerBoundaryIs>
<gml:LinearRing>
<gml:coordinates xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" decimal="." cs="," ts=" ">
145.0286,-37.9605 145.0287,-37.9602 145.0288,-37.9598 145.0292,
-37.9577 145.0294,-37.9566 145.0298,-37.9548 145.0296,-37.9548 145.0288,
-37.9547 145.0283,-37.9547 145.0267,-37.9545 145.0241,-37.9542 145.0219,
-37.9539 145.0208,-37.9538 145.0207,-37.9538 145.021,-37.9523 145.021,
-37.952 145.0211,-37.9516 145.0213,-37.9508 145.0214,-37.9501 145.0217,
-37.949 145.0217,-37.9488 145.0218,-37.9482 145.0219,-37.9479 145.022,
-37.9473 145.0221,-37.9468 145.0222,-37.9464 145.0223,-37.9456 145.0224,
-37.9451 145.0225,-37.9445 145.0227,-37.9436 145.0229,-37.9428 145.0234,
-37.9429 145.0246,-37.943 145.0256,-37.9431 145.0261,-37.9432 145.027,
-37.9433 145.0281,-37.9434 145.0291,-37.9435 145.0311,-37.9438 145.0328,
-37.944 145.0351,-37.9442 145.0364,-37.9444 145.0369,-37.9444 145.0393,
-37.9447 145.0394,-37.9449 145.0407,-37.9468 145.041,-37.9472 145.0417,
-37.9482 145.0418,-37.9483 145.0418,-37.9483 145.0419,-37.9484 145.0421,
-37.9488 145.0425,-37.9493 145.0433,-37.9505 145.0439,-37.9513 145.0445,
-37.9522 145.0457,-37.9539 145.0477,-37.9568 145.0478,-37.9569 145.0484,
-37.9578 145.0493,-37.9591 145.0495,-37.9594 145.0497,-37.9597 145.0504,
-37.9607 145.0509,-37.9614 145.0514,-37.962 145.0516,-37.9624 145.0519,
-37.9629 145.0522,-37.9632 145.0524,-37.9636 145.0535,-37.9651 145.0553,
-37.9677 145.0552,-37.9683 145.055,-37.9691 145.0549,-37.9696 145.0548,
-37.97 145.0548,-37.9702 145.0547,-37.9705 145.0547,-37.9707 145.0546,
-37.971 145.0545,-37.9716 145.0544,-37.972 145.0544,-37.9725 145.0524,
-37.9722 145.0522,-37.9722 145.0517,-37.9721 145.0511,-37.9721 145.0501,
-37.9719 145.0492,-37.9718 145.0484,-37.9717 145.0481,-37.9717 145.0472,
-37.9716 145.0466,-37.9715 145.0463,-37.9715 145.0449,-37.9713 145.0424,
-37.971 145.0423,-37.971 145.0409,-37.9708 145.0399,-37.9707 145.036,
-37.9702 145.0362,-37.9691 145.0372,-37.9642 145.0281,-37.9632 145.0283,
-37.962 145.0286,-37.9605</gml:coordinates>
</gml:LinearRing>
</gml:outerBoundaryIs>
</gml:Polygon>
</wescml:spatialRepresentation>
</wescml:combinedmeterreadings>
</gml:featureMember></wfs:FeatureCollection>
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Appendix D Example SF-0, WFS 1.1, GML 3.1 response
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wfs:FeatureCollection xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
xmlns:wfs="http://www.opengis.net/wfs" xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" xmlns:wescml="http://wescml"
xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
numberOfFeatures="1" timeStamp="2014-02-12T05:53:21.656Z"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://wescml
http://aurin62.it.csiro.au:80/geoserver/wfs?service=WFS&amp;version=1.1.0&amp;request=DescribeFeatureType&amp;typeName=wescml%3Acombin
edmeterreadings
http://www.opengis.net/wfs http://aurin62.it.csiro.au:80/geoserver/schemas/wfs/1.1.0/wfs.xsd">
<gml:boundedBy>
<gml:Envelope srsDimension="2" srsName="urn:x-ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4283">
<gml:lowerCorner>-37.972463 145.02069</gml:lowerCorner>
<gml:upperCorner>-37.942789 145.05526</gml:upperCorner>
</gml:Envelope>
</gml:boundedBy>
<gml:featureMembers>
<wescml:combinedmeterreadings gml:id="combinedmeterreadings.fid--5a798756_1440a9b158c_-7f70">
<gml:boundedBy>
<gml:Envelope srsDimension="2" srsName="urn:x-ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4283">
<gml:lowerCorner>-37.972463 145.02069</gml:lowerCorner>
<gml:upperCorner>-37.942789 145.05526</gml:upperCorner>
</gml:Envelope>
</gml:boundedBy>
<wescml:aggregationEndDateTime>2012-03-31Z</wescml:aggregationEndDateTime>
<wescml:aggregationID>http://aurin62.it.csiro.au/aggregated_water/1Q2012</wescml:aggregationID>
<wescml:aggregationStartDateTime>2012-01-01Z</wescml:aggregationStartDateTime>
<wescml:commodityType>water</wescml:commodityType>
<wescml:geometryID>208011171</wescml:geometryID>
<wescml:numberOfMeters>4</wescml:numberOfMeters>
<wescml:numberOfReadings>4</wescml:numberOfReadings>
<wescml:propertyType>unknown</wescml:propertyType>
<wescml:propertyTypeURI>http://example.org/propertyType/unknown</wescml:propertyTypeURI>
<wescml:resultAverage>600.0</wescml:resultAverage>
<wescml:resultMedian>118.0</wescml:resultMedian>
<wescml:resultProcedure>synthetic test data</wescml:resultProcedure>
<wescml:resultTotal>2400.0</wescml:resultTotal>
<wescml:timeName>2012Q1</wescml:timeName>
<wescml:unitsLabel>Ml</wescml:unitsLabel>
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<wescml:unitsURI>http://environment.data.gov.au/water/quality/def/unit/Megalitre</wescml:unitsURI>
<wescml:utilityID>http://example.org/utility/01</wescml:utilityID>
<wescml:utilityName>ACME Water</wescml:utilityName>
<wescml:combinedMeterReadingsID>1</wescml:combinedMeterReadingsID>
<wescml:spatialRepresentation>
<gml:Polygon srsDimension="2" srsName="urn:x-ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4283">
<gml:exterior>
<gml:LinearRing srsDimension="2">
<gml:posList>-37.960541 145.0286 -37.960184 145.02867 -37.95977 145.02876 -37.957691 145.02918 -37.956596 145.02941
-37.954842 145.02976 -37.954818 145.02958 -37.954726 145.0288 -37.954672 145.02829 -37.954491 145.02673
-37.954189 145.0241 -37.953932 145.02187 -37.953809 145.0208 -37.9538 145.02069 -37.952305 145.02099
-37.952049 145.02104 -37.951637 145.02112 -37.950849 145.02128 -37.950105 145.02143 -37.949012 145.02166
-37.948773 145.02171 -37.948181 145.02183 -37.947881 145.02189 -37.947298 145.02201 -37.946821 145.0221
-37.946403 145.02218 -37.945636 145.02233 -37.945077 145.02243 -37.944476 145.02254
-37.943648 145.0227 -37.942789 145.02286 -37.942858 145.02344 -37.942994 145.0246 -37.943111 145.0256
-37.943171 145.0261 -37.943278 145.02701 -37.943401 145.02806 -37.943523 145.02909
-37.943752 145.03105 -37.943959 145.03278 -37.944237 145.03512 -37.944391 145.03641 -37.944447 145.03687
-37.944739 145.0393 -37.944887 145.0394 -37.946765 145.04071 -37.947213 145.04103
-37.948224 145.04173 -37.948266 145.04176 -37.94832 145.0418 -37.948426 145.04187 -37.948767 145.04211
-37.949322 145.04249 -37.950457 145.04328 -37.951333 145.04389 -37.952227 145.04451
-37.953946 145.0457 -37.956805 145.04769 -37.956942 145.04779 -37.95785 145.04842 -37.959108 145.0493
-37.959377 145.04949 -37.959718 145.04973 -37.960675 145.0504 -37.961377 145.05089
-37.96203 145.05135 -37.962444 145.05164 -37.962866 145.05193 -37.963214 145.05217 -37.963558 145.05241
-37.965139 145.0535 -37.967672 145.05526 -37.968287 145.05515 -37.969099 145.05499
-37.969644 145.05489 -37.970021 145.05482 -37.970192 145.05478 -37.970515 145.05472 -37.970747 145.05468
-37.970997 145.05463 -37.971615 145.05451 -37.971981 145.05444 -37.972463 145.05435
-37.972221 145.05242 -37.972198 145.05224 -37.972132 145.05171 -37.972059 145.05113 -37.971924 145.05006
-37.971811 145.04917 -37.97171 145.04837 -37.97167 145.04806 -37.971564 145.04719
-37.971491 145.04659 -37.97146 145.04633 -37.971283 145.04488 -37.97098 145.04238 -37.970966 145.04226
-37.970797 145.04087 -37.970677 145.03987 -37.970211 145.03602 -37.969093 145.03624
-37.96425 145.03716 -37.963186 145.02805 -37.961967 145.0283 -37.960541 145.0286
</gml:posList>
</gml:LinearRing>
</gml:exterior>
</gml:Polygon>
</wescml:spatialRepresentation>
</wescml:combinedmeterreadings>
</gml:featureMembers>
</wfs:FeatureCollection>
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Appendix E Example SF-0, WFS 2.0, GML 3.2
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<wfs:FeatureCollection xmlns:wfs="http://www.opengis.net/wfs/2.0" xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml/3.2"
xmlns:wescml="http://wescml" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" numberMatched="1"
numberReturned="1" timeStamp="2014-02-12T06:00:10.756Z"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://wescml
http://aurin62.it.csiro.au:80/geoserver/wfs?service=WFS&amp;version=2.0.0&amp;request=DescribeFeatureType&amp;typeName=wescml%3Acombin
edmeterreadings http://www.opengis.net/gml/3.2 http://aurin62.it.csiro.au:80/geoserver/schemas/gml/3.2.1/gml.xsd
http://www.opengis.net/wfs/2.0 http://aurin62.it.csiro.au:80/geoserver/schemas/wfs/2.0/wfs.xsd">
<wfs:boundedBy>
<gml:Envelope>
<gml:lowerCorner>-37.972463 145.02069</gml:lowerCorner>
<gml:upperCorner>-37.942789 145.05526</gml:upperCorner>
</gml:Envelope>
</wfs:boundedBy>
<wfs:member>
<wescml:combinedmeterreadings gml:id="combinedmeterreadings.fid--5a798756_1440a9b158c_-7f60">
<gml:boundedBy>
<gml:Envelope srsDimension="2" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4283">
<gml:lowerCorner>-37.972463 145.02069</gml:lowerCorner>
<gml:upperCorner>-37.942789 145.05526</gml:upperCorner>
</gml:Envelope>
</gml:boundedBy>
<wescml:aggregationEndDateTime>2012-03-31Z</wescml:aggregationEndDateTime>
<wescml:aggregationID>http://aurin62.it.csiro.au/aggregated_water/1Q2012</wescml:aggregationID>
<wescml:aggregationStartDateTime>2012-01-01Z</wescml:aggregationStartDateTime>
<wescml:commodityType>water</wescml:commodityType>
<wescml:geometryID>208011171</wescml:geometryID>
<wescml:numberOfMeters>4</wescml:numberOfMeters>
<wescml:numberOfReadings>4</wescml:numberOfReadings>
<wescml:propertyType>unknown</wescml:propertyType>
<wescml:propertyTypeURI>http://example.org/propertyType/unknown</wescml:propertyTypeURI>
<wescml:resultAverage>600.0</wescml:resultAverage>
<wescml:resultMedian>118.0</wescml:resultMedian>
<wescml:resultProcedure>synthetic test data</wescml:resultProcedure>
<wescml:resultTotal>2400.0</wescml:resultTotal>
<wescml:timeName>2012Q1</wescml:timeName>
<wescml:unitsLabel>Ml</wescml:unitsLabel>
<wescml:unitsURI>http://environment.data.gov.au/water/quality/def/unit/Megalitre</wescml:unitsURI>
<wescml:utilityID>http://example.org/utility/01</wescml:utilityID>
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<wescml:utilityName>ACME Water</wescml:utilityName>
<wescml:combinedMeterReadingsID>1</wescml:combinedMeterReadingsID>
<wescml:spatialRepresentation>
<gml:Polygon srsDimension="2" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG::4283">
<gml:exterior>
<gml:LinearRing>
<gml:posList>
-37.960541 145.0286 -37.960184 145.02867 -37.95977 145.02876 -37.957691 145.02918 -37.956596 145.02941
-37.954842 145.02976 -37.954818 145.02958 -37.954726 145.0288 -37.954672 145.02829 -37.954491 145.02673
-37.954189 145.0241 -37.953932 145.02187 -37.953809 145.0208 -37.9538 145.02069 -37.952305 145.02099
-37.952049 145.02104 -37.951637 145.02112 -37.950849 145.02128 -37.950105 145.02143 -37.949012 145.02166
-37.948773 145.02171 -37.948181 145.02183 -37.947881 145.02189 -37.947298 145.02201 -37.946821 145.0221
-37.946403 145.02218 -37.945636 145.02233 -37.945077 145.02243 -37.944476 145.02254 -37.943648 145.0227
-37.942789 145.02286 -37.942858 145.02344 -37.942994 145.0246 -37.943111 145.0256 -37.943171 145.0261
-37.943278 145.02701 -37.943401 145.02806 -37.943523 145.02909 -37.943752 145.03105 -37.943959 145.03278
-37.944237 145.03512 -37.944391 145.03641 -37.944447 145.03687 -37.944739 145.0393 -37.944887 145.0394
-37.946765 145.04071 -37.947213 145.04103 -37.948224 145.04173 -37.948266 145.04176 -37.94832 145.0418
-37.948426 145.04187 -37.948767 145.04211 -37.949322 145.04249 -37.950457 145.04328 -37.951333 145.04389
-37.952227 145.04451 -37.953946 145.0457 -37.956805 145.04769 -37.956942 145.04779 -37.95785 145.04842
-37.959108 145.0493 -37.959377 145.04949 -37.959718 145.04973 -37.960675 145.0504 -37.961377 145.05089
-37.96203 145.05135 -37.962444 145.05164 -37.962866 145.05193 -37.963214 145.05217 -37.963558 145.05241
-37.965139 145.0535 -37.967672 145.05526 -37.968287 145.05515 -37.969099 145.05499 -37.969644 145.05489
-37.970021 145.05482 -37.970192 145.05478 -37.970515 145.05472 -37.970747 145.05468 -37.970997 145.05463
-37.971615 145.05451 -37.971981 145.05444 -37.972463 145.05435 -37.972221 145.05242 -37.972198 145.05224
-37.972132 145.05171 -37.972059 145.05113 -37.971924 145.05006 -37.971811 145.04917 -37.97171 145.04837
-37.97167 145.04806 -37.971564 145.04719 -37.971491 145.04659 -37.97146 145.04633 -37.971283 145.04488
-37.97098 145.04238 -37.970966 145.04226 -37.970797 145.04087 -37.970677 145.03987 -37.970211 145.03602
-37.969093 145.03624 -37.96425 145.03716 -37.963186 145.02805 -37.961967 145.0283 -37.960541 145.0286
</gml:posList>
</gml:LinearRing>
</gml:exterior>
</gml:Polygon>
</wescml:spatialRepresentation>
</wescml:combinedmeterreadings>
</wfs:member>
</wfs:FeatureCollection>
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CONTACT US

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

t 1300 363 400
+61 3 9545 2176
e enquiries@csiro.au
w www.csiro.au

CSIRO Land and Water
Jonathan Yu
t +61 3 9252 6440
e jonathan.yu@csiro.au
w www.csiro.au/clw

YOUR CSIRO

CSIRO Ecosystem Sciences
Matthew Inman
t +61 2 9490 5499
e matthew.inman@csiro.au
w www.csiro.au/ces

Australia is founding its future on
science and innovation. Its national
science agency, CSIRO, is a powerhouse
of ideas, technologies and skills for
building prosperity, growth, health and
sustainability. It serves governments,
industries, business and communities
across the nation.
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